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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON
More than 6 million copies sold A Reese Witherspoon x
Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick A Business Insider
Defining Book of the Decade "I can't even express how
much I love this book! I didn't want this story to
end!"--Reese Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."--The
New York Times Book Review For years, rumors of the
"Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on
the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when
handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals
immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl.
But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent,
she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she
calls home, finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the
sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be
touched and loved. When two young men from town
become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself
to a new life--until the unthinkable happens. Where the
Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural
world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a
surprising tale of possible murder. Owens reminds us
that we are forever shaped by the children we once
were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and
violent secrets that nature keeps.
Southern Living Magazine presents Slow Cooker.
Christmas with Southern Living 2017 continues its
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30+-year reign as the South's most-anticipated,
comprehensive guide to the holidays. With over 100 allnew recipes for entertaining and giving along with
dozens of decorating ideas for every taste and budget,
it's the ultimate one-stop book for all things Christmas.
In a marketplace flooded with "princess" paradigms that
are all about getting married and dressing up, this
refreshing story shows how the lives of good friends
Kinney, Oceana, and Sammie change forever when they
stumble upon a mysterious bag with magical tiaras
inside. Placing the tiaras upon their heads, they
transform from regular girls into Super Duper Princess
Heroes! Their new powers, however, come with strings
attached: to keep the magic going, the girls need to help
others, work together as a team, and always be humble
about their abilities. Can these awesome girls rise to the
challenge and help save the world? Through fun and
adventure, the story of the Super Duper Princess Heroes
conveys positive messages to young girls about
independence, strength, teamwork, and responsibility,
demonstrating how some princesses might have higher
aspirations than wearing fancy gowns and glittering
jewelry.
Featuring full-color photos, Stacy Lyn's Harvest
Cookbook includes more than 100 field- and farm-totable recipes that meet her three-part criteria: family
friendly (easy, with simple ingredients), fresh, and tasty.
There are cherished family recipes, free-range meat and
lighter takes on decidedly southern classics--all prepared
simply, in the freshest way possible. The book covers
food from the garden, pasture, woods, and water along
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with 15 "how to" articles sprinkled throughout the book
offering steps for cooking and eating sustainably in any
setting.
Presents more than 350 holiday recipes, ranging from
appetizers to entrées and desserts, along with twenty
special menus for the Christmas season, a collection of
mix-and-match menus for other special occasions, a
holiday organizational journal, and bonus collection of "5
Ingredient 15 Minute Gifts from the Kitchen." 40,000 first
printing.
When her mom becomes obsessed with taking selfies, a
little girl must bring her back to reality.
"Fizzy struggles to find her place in her blended family
after her parents' divorce, hoping her entry in the
Southern Living Cook-Off will show them she is more
than just a leftover kid"--

Readers depend on Southern Living to deliver
delicious Christmas memories AND great value. The
Southern Living Christmas Cookbook does not
disappoint, with versatile menus, 200 recipes, and
over 175 photos that are all anyone will need for a
perfect holiday season around the family table. A
menu section packed with photos of tablescapes and
decorating ideas leads the book and inspires the
reader. This versatilve cookbook includes dozens of
everyday recipes that everyone will love-from makeahead appetizers, to cookies for Santa, to gifts from
the kitchen, this book has everything needed to
make the season special.
For nearly 40 years, Southern Living Annual Recipes
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has collected every recipe from an entire year's
worth of Southern Living magazine in one complete
volume, making it an indispensable companion for
the devoted readers of the magazine who want to
make sure that they have every single recipe within
arm's reach, and for those fans who know and trust
the authority that Southern Living brings to great
Southern cooking. 2017's edition is no different,
bringing you delicious Sunday suppers, tantalizing
desserts, regional favorites, and fantastic holiday
meals, along with the helpful tips and menus that
you've come to expect from the legendary Southern
Living Test Kitchen. Because no edition of Southern
Living Annual Recipes would be complete without a
special bonus section, this year, we're bringing you
all of our favorite cheesecake recipes from the last
50 years that you won't be able to find anywhere
else. Just as you've treasured every edition of
Southern Living Annual Recipes that has come
before, the 2017 edition will become an essential goto volume on your kitchen shelf that will help you
create delicious meals for family and friends for
years to come.
"I've gone through all my books and put together this
collection of my most treasured recipes and
memories for the holiday season to share with
you...You'll find a few new dishes, a sprinkling of
new holiday stories, and some family pictures you
might not have seen before." There's no holiday
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Paula Deen loves better than Christmas, when she
opens her home to family and friends, and traditions
old and new make the days merry and bright. Filled
with Paula's trademark Southern charm and happy
reminiscences of Yuletide seasons past, Christmas
with Paula Deen is a collection of beloved holiday
recipes and stories interspersed with cherished
family photographs. Included are Paula's most
requested homemade gifts of food; a collection of
cookies sure to become your family's favorites; easy
dishes for a Christmas breakfast or brunch that will
let you enjoy the food and your guests; impressive
fare for Christmas dinner and holiday entertaining
and, of course, spectacular cakes, puddings, pies,
and other sweet things. "So Merry Christmas, y'all,
and best dishes and best wishes from me and my
family to yours."
Make your Christmas spectacular! Inside you'll find
200 fresh ideas for decorating, tree-trimming, as well
as crafting unique and thoughtful gifts. Plus the
dozens of recipes will help you celebrate deliciously.
It will be a holiday to remember!
Your favorite Southern recipes just got a lot easier
thanks to your multicooker and Instant Pot(R)! Sheri
Castle streamlines go-to Southern dishes to be onebutton easy for cooking in an Instant Pot(R),
multicooker, pressure cooker, or slow cooker. From
jambalaya to deviled eggs and praline cheesecake,
in Instantly Southern you'll find 85 ways to get fresh,
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delicious, and soulful breakfasts, lunches, and
dinners on the table with less fuss than ever.
Featuring supermarket staples such as winter
squash, beef chuck roast, pork shoulder, and sweet
potatoes, as well as signature Southern ingredients
like okra, greens, beans, and Bourbon, these dishes
are easy to know and love. Whether you're cooking
for company or your family on a hectic night, there
are plenty of tempting options for every meal
throughout the day. * BREAKFASTS: Shrimp and
Stoneground Grits; Ham and Cheese Bread
Pudding; Hummingbird Coffee Cake with Pineapple
Cream Cheese Glaze * HEARTY MAINS: Holiday
Ham with Ginger-Peach Glaze; Chicken and Fluffy
Dumplings; Bourbon and Cola Beef Short Ribs *
SOUPS, SALADS, and HEALTHY SIDES: Winter
Squash Soup with Apple Butter Cream; Barley,
Peach, and Cherry Salad with Sweet Tea
Vinaigrette; Quick Greens * DESSERT!: Red Velvet
Cheesecake; Salted Caramel Banana Pudding;
Pineapple-Upside Down Cake
Christmas All Through the South captures and
celebrates the quintessential experience of
Christmas in the South. Presented as a timeline of
the Christmas season, each event depicted tells a
highly visual story of local Southern traditions and
classic holiday parties. Each event will captivate
readers with an expansive collection of vibrant, fullpage images, and festive, complimentary menus
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accompany many of the events. Combining all the
elements for which Southern Living is known and
revered - food, travel, and homes, this book is a
journey of celebrations through the South, from the
low country and the pan-handle to the Texas ranch
and Williamsburg farmhouse. Kicking off the season
is a reason to get outdoors with "A Tree-Cutting
Outing" and "Mistletoe Hunt." "Open House"
celebrations in stunningly decorated homes, a
"Midnight Mass" in a charming Southern town, and a
jubilant Christmas morning spread add to the bliss of
the holiday euphoria. An "Oyster Roast" in a sleepy
coastal town brings luck to the coming months, as it
ties up the complete Christmas season with a ruby
red bow.
Through photos, interviews, 15 how-tos, and 75
recipes, this book offers a guide to creating your own
Cowboy Christmas and a celebration of the style,
traditions, food, and family celebrations unique to the
lifestyles of American cowboys. Featuring ranch
families, rodeo cowboys, and communities with
western-style Christmas celebrations, this book will
highlight the things that make a Cowboy Christmas
special. Each chapter will feature traditions, recipes,
decorations, and stories from the interviewees.
For over three decades, Christmas with Southern
Living has been the most dependable,
comprehensive, and up-to-date guide to the
holidays. Christmas with Southern Living 2018
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brings an inspired new lineup of creative ways to
decorate, entertain, and make gifts for the holidays.
Festive menus and décor ideas, along with more
than 100 brand-new recipes crafted by the
professionals of The South's Most Trusted Kitchen
ensure success and wow factor at every turn. Also
included are dozens of kitchen tips and entertaining
ideas to take the pressure off the host. A special giftsfrom-the-kitchen section includes simple but fun
recipes for shareable foods, along with packing and
storage information. Over 200 vibrant photographs
inspire, showcasing unique holiday
decorations--including table settings, wreaths, trees,
centerpieces, and mantels--making Christmas with
Southern Living 2018 the only guide you need to
make the holidays memorable and spectacular.
Celebrate the best of the holidays with this special collector's
edition filled with more than 200 recipes and ideas for
decorating, cooking, and baking. In the South, Christmas is
all about tradition and food, and this issue doesn't disappoint.
It includes classic menus for every holiday occasion, from
festive cocktail parties to formal Christmas Eve dinner. Our
editors have also gathered the best ideas for holiday
decorating, from Christmas trees to wreaths and garland. We
also feature three gorgeous Southern homes in New Orleans,
Charleston, and Savannah that are all decked out. Get ready
for a magical and merry Christmas with this collection of
recipes and decorating ideas.
All-new recipes and top tips for tailgating like a champion.
This all-new version of the original bestselling tailgating book
from Southern Living gives readers more than 100 all-new
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recipes to enjoy such as Rammer Jammer Coffee Punch,
Smoked War Eagle Wings with White Sauce, Mississippi Mud
Trifle, and Fried Catfish Fingers with Comeback Sauce. As in
the original book, each SEC school is profiled with custom
menus, photos, facts, and trivia, but with special focus on
iconic sports figures and traditions. In addition to crucial
tailgating tips for starting the grill, keeping food safe outdoors
and humorous Southern tailgating rules, a brand new section
in The All-New Official SEC Tailgating Cookbook includes
decorating tips with photos for transforming your tailgate
presentation into school-specific tablescapes.
No other cookbook offers so many outstanding kitchentested, tried-and-true Southern recipes as this one. The 1988
volume contains every one of the 1100 recipes chosen to be
published in the last 12 issues of Southern Living. 48 pages
of full-color photos.
For the youngest activists among us, a book geared just for
them full of facts, stories, and tips on how to change the
world, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Chelsea
Clinton. What can I do to help save endangered animals?
How can I eat healthy? Why do I need to cover my mouth
when I cough? What do I do if I'm being bullied? With
information on problems both large and small, Chelsea
Clinton breaks down the concepts of health, hunger, climate
change, endangered species and bullying, so that readers
can understand the world around them, and how they can
make a difference in their own lives, as well as in their
communities and the world at large. With comic drawings to
illustrate Clinton's words, photographs of real live kids who
are making a difference today, and lists of ways to get
involved, this book is the perfect introduction to young
activists who want to make the world a better place. A book
equally important and welcome for any elementary school kid,
the Cub Scout and Girl Scout set, and for moms who want to
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raise socially active children. Praise for Start Now!: * "A musthave title for school and public libraries as well as young
activists' home collections." --Kirkus Reviews "There's a lot of
interesting information here, and teachers may want to use
this to spark class discussions." --Booklist
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From two survivors of
the Parkland, Florida, shooting comes a declaration for our
times, and an in-depth look at the making of the #NeverAgain
movement. On February 14, 2018, seventeen-year-old David
Hogg and his fourteen-year-old sister, Lauren, went to school
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, like any normal
Wednesday. That day, of course, the world changed. By the
next morning, with seventeen classmates and faculty dead,
they had joined the leadership of a movement to save their
own lives, and the lives of all other young people in America.
It's a leadership position they did not seek, and did not
want--but events gave them no choice. The morning after the
massacre, David Hogg told CNN: "We're children. You guys
are the adults. You need to take some action and play a role.
Work together. Get over your politics and get something
done." This book is a manifesto for the movement begun that
day, one that has already changed America--with voices of a
new generation that are speaking truth to power, and are
determined to succeed where their elders have failed. With
moral force and clarity, a new generation has made it clear
that problems previously deemed unsolvable due to powerful
lobbies and political cowardice will be theirs to solve. Born
just after Columbine and raised amid seemingly endless war
and routine active shooter drills, this generation now says,
Enough. This book is their statement of purpose, and the
story of their lives. It is the essential guide to the #NeverAgain
movement.
“An adorable children’s book…about the holidays, inclusion,
and magic!” —Kristen Bell, award-winning actress from
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Frozen and The Good Place “Want to make this holiday more
magical? Then get your copy!” —Allison Janney, awardwinning actress from Mom and I, Tonya “Great for kids this
holiday season!” —Jessie Tyler Ferguson, award-winning
actor from Modern Family From Will & Grace star Sean
Hayes and composer Scott Icenogle comes a modern classic
inspired by The Nutcracker about how the Sugar Plum Fairy
got her wings. Plum will not stay glum. For as long as she can
remember, Plum has lived at the Mary Fitzgerald Orphanage,
wishing and hoping for a family. When a sudden snowfall
threatens a delivery of presents on Christmas Eve, Plum is
determined to save Christmas—even for the kids who laugh at
her. Plum’s pure heart grants her an unexpected reward.
When she eats a cake left behind by a mysterious magician,
she is transported into the Land of Sweets. But Christmas
here is threatened, too—by a sourness that is spreading from
the center of the land. Plum’s determined to help, and in
doing so, she might just find the family she’s always
dreamed of, thanks to a good heart—and Christmas magic!
Set in the charming town of Peachtree Bluff, “a compelling,
beautifully drawn tale of love, hope, and small-town secrets”
(Mary Alice Monroe, New York Times bestselling author)
following a trio of sisters and their mother as they discover a
truth that will change not only the way they see themselves
but also how they fit together as a family. Sloane’s world
crumbles after receiving the news that her military husband is
missing in action. She can barely climb out of bed, much less
summon the strength to be the parent her children deserve.
Her mother, Ansley, provides a much-needed respite as she
puts her personal life on hold to help Sloane and her
grandchildren wade through their new grief-stricken lives. But
between caring for her own aging mother, her daughters, and
her grandchildren, Ansley’s private worry is that secrets from
her past will come to light. But when Sloane’s sisters,
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Caroline and Emerson, remind Sloane that no matter what,
she promised her husband she would carry on for their young
sons, Sloane finds the support and courage she needs to
chase her biggest dreams—and face her deepest fears.
Taking a cue from her middle daughter, Ansley takes her own
leap of faith and realizes that, after all this time, she might
finally be able to have it all. Lyrical, warm-hearted, and
charming, “Kristy Woodson Harvey has delivered another
masterpiece with the second book in her beautifully Southern,
evocative Peachtree Bluff series” (Kristin Harmel, author of
The Winemaker’s Wife).
Academy award–winning actress, producer and entrepreneur
Reese Witherspoon invites you into her world, where she
infuses the southern style, parties and traditions she loves
with contemporary flair and charm. Reese Witherspoon’s
grandmother Dorothea always said that a combination of
beauty and strength made southern women 'whiskey in a
teacup'. We may be delicate and ornamental on the outside,
she said, but inside we’re strong and fiery. Reese’s southern
heritage informs her whole life, and she loves sharing the joys
of southern living with practically everyone she meets. She
takes the South wherever she goes with bluegrass, big
holiday parties, and plenty of Dorothea’s fried chicken. It’s
reflected in how she entertains, decorates her home, and
makes holidays special for her kids - not to mention how she
talks, dances and does her hair (in these pages, you will learn
Reese’s fail-proof, only slightly insane hot-roller technique).
Reese loves sharing Dorothea’s most delicious recipes as
well as her favourite southern traditions, from midnight barn
parties to backyard bridal showers, magical Christmas
mornings to rollicking honky-tonks. It’s easy to bring a little
bit of Reese’s world into your home, no matter where you
live. After all, there’s a southern side to every place in the
world, right?
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Collects 550 recipes published in 2018, sharing
instructions for an array of everyday and specialoccasion meals complemented by cooking and
preparation times.
A HELLO SUNSHINE x REESE WITHERSPOON
BOOK CLUB PICK "A beautiful novel that's full of
forbidden passions, family secrets and a lot of
courage and sacrifice."--Reese Witherspoon After
the death of her beloved grandmother, a CubanAmerican woman travels to Havana, where she
discovers the roots of her identity--and unearths a
family secret hidden since the revolution... Havana,
1958. The daughter of a sugar baron, nineteen-yearold Elisa Perez is part of Cuba's high society, where
she is largely sheltered from the country's growing
political unrest--until she embarks on a clandestine
affair with a passionate revolutionary... Miami, 2017.
Freelance writer Marisol Ferrera grew up hearing
romantic stories of Cuba from her late grandmother
Elisa, who was forced to flee with her family during
the revolution. Elisa's last wish was for Marisol to
scatter her ashes in the country of her birth. Arriving
in Havana, Marisol comes face-to-face with the
contrast of Cuba's tropical, timeless beauty and its
perilous political climate. When more family history
comes to light and Marisol finds herself attracted to a
man with secrets of his own, she'll need the lessons
of her grandmother's past to help her understand the
true meaning of courage.
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From the editors at Southern Living, warm and
welcoming holiday recipes and creative ideas for
decorating, entertaining, and handmade gifts
Discover fun and creative new ways to decorate,
entertain, and handcraft gifts for the holidays.
Sparkling menus and easy décor ideas, along with
more than 100 brand-new recipes from the
professionals of the South's most trusted kitchen,
make entertaining a breeze for celebrations of all
sizes. Inside, the editors of Southern Living reveal
their favorite cooking tips and make-ahead secrets
that take the pressure off hosting and put the focus
on family and friends. There is also a special giftsfrom-the-kitchen section with recipes for treats to
wrap and share. More than 200 photographs show
off dazzling holiday decorations and table settings to
try, plus inspired designs for holiday wreaths, trees,
centerpieces, and mantel arrangements. Christmas
with Southern Living is the go-to resource for
everything you need to make your holiday bright.
Christmas With Southern Living 2003
The latest annual compilation of top-rated recipes
from the editors of Southern Living magazine, now
presented in beautiful full-color The editors at
Southern Living magazine share beautifully
photographed, step-by-step recipes for regionally
inspired dishes, from quick and easy meals to family
favorites to special-occasion treats. For decades,
Southern Living Annual Recipes has collected every
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recipe from an entire year's worth of Southern Living
magazines in a single complete volume, creating an
indispensable companion for devoted readers and
an inspiring discovery for all who know and trust the
authority that Southern Living magazine brings to
great Southern cooking. Along with all the go-to
southern recipes cooks crave--delicious Sunday
suppers, mouthwatering desserts, regional favorites,
and traditional holiday meals-- readers will ?nd
helpful tips and creative menus from the legendary
Southern Living Test Kitchen. A special bonus
section presents a surprise selection of readerfavorite recipes that cannot be found anywhere else.
Southern food and food stories are bound together.
This book will reflect people, regardless of where
they come form, who claim Southern food as their
own, whether for a lifetime or a mealtime. People
feel deep affection for their local community
cookbooks, especially those well-worn volumes that
serve as a timestamp of a particular place and time.
No other type of recipe collection is more generous,
gracious, and welcoming. Before we give you a bite,
we Southern cooks have to tell you about what we've
made. Southern food is evocative, so our food and
food stories are bound together in our communities.
A memorable Southern cookbook holds good food
and a good read, the equivalent of a brimming recipe
box plus the scribbled notes and whispered secrets
that cover the tips, advice, and stories that a
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generous cook shares with family members, friends,
and neighbors. These recipes bring all sorts of
cooks, recipes, and stories to a common table to
bring readers a cookbook filled with good things to
eat that have something to say.
Creative holiday recipes and ideas for decorating,
entertaining, and handmade gifts--all from the editors
at Southern Living Christmas with Southern Living
2020 brings a festive new lineup of creative ways to
decorate, entertain, and make gifts for the holidays.
Inspired menus and decor ideas, along with more
than 100 brand-new recipes crafted by the
professionals of the South's Most Trusted Kitchen,
ensure entertaining success for celebrations large
and small. Also included are dozens of kitchen tips
and make-ahead ideas to take the pressure o? the
host, plus a special gifts-from-the-kitchen section
with recipes for treats to wrap and share. Over 200
photographs add dazzle, presenting unique holiday
decorations, table settings, wreaths, trees,
centerpieces, and mantels. Christmas with Southern
Living 2020 is the go-to resource for everything you
need to make your holiday memorable and
spectacular.
This new essential guide to entertaining is divided by
occasion, offering a fresh lineup of menus and ideas
from Oxford, Mississippi's go-to caterer for every
celebratory scenario life serves up. In this update to
the best-selling book of our mothers' and
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grandmothers' era, Elizabeth's tell-it-like-it-is voice
provides a twist to the classic Southern advice that is
a refresher for entertainers of any age or experience.
Packed with delicious recipes from the original book
like Smoked Salmon Canapes, Hot Cheese
Squares, and Brandy Alexanders, the book also
includes popular picks from the current pages of
Southern Living as well as Elizabeth's treasured
recipe box. The Southern Living Party Cookbook is
an entertaining handbook loaded with lifestyle tips
and hilarious Heiskell stories, along with lush
photography to help you get the look from table
setting to plated dish.
An all-new revised and updated edition, The New
Southern Living Garden Book is THE definitive
source on gardening from the brand Southern
gardeners have turned to for nearly 50 years.
Completely redesigned and updated for the first time
in 10 years, the new edition features over 1,700
beautiful color photographs and over 7,000 featured
plants. Enhanced features include a monthly garden
checklist, a Q&A section to tackle everyday
problems, and garden design solutions, plus industry
experts provide the hottest trends and tips combined
with old-fashioned wisdom. From the new
homeowner just starting out in gardening to the
Master Class gardener, this book will be an essential
resource.
A debut poetry collection from actor Nico Tortorella
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exploring “all of it,” from the smallest cells in our
bodies to the outer limits of our universe. Nico
Tortorella's debut poetry collection presents a
singular voice honed through years as an actor,
podcaster, and advocate, one colored with love,
wonder, and endless curiosity. But it is also more
than just words on a page – it is a sensuous journey
into who we are and how we relate to the world
around us, showing how the connections we make
are vital to understanding why we are here.
Provocative, enlightening, and emotionally charged,
all of it is you. is a poetry experience like no other.
Become one of the most sought-after guests in your
circle and be asked back time-after-time with a little
bit of help from Elizabeth Heiskell. It is usually the
fist question you ask after receiving an invitation to a
gathering or event: "What Can I Bring?" Now you'll
have the answer! Based on the popular monthly
feature "What Can I Bring?" in Southern Living
magazine, no matter what the occasion, you'll have
the perfect dish. From housewarming party to
garden party, a new baby, a wake, a wedding,
christening or anything in between, Elizabeth
delivers over 100 delicious recipes, including
appetizers, mains, sandwiches, desserts and more,
that are sure to please a crowd, no matter how big or
small. Additionally, these are all dishes that can be
prepared in advance and travel well. But let's not
forget the most important question: What can I bring
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to my own table? Whether you're looking for some
new ideas for dinners to please a fractious family or
want to make Sunday brunch a more special event,
What Can I Bring? has you covered. Recipes include
Elizabeth's take on Sour Cream Coffee Cake
(perfect for welcoming a new neighbor!), delicious
salads - Chicken, Shrimp, and Pimiento (you won't
go wrong at the church picnic), amazing sides,
including Lemon Rice and Spoon Bread (perfect for
rounding out the potluck table), and comfort food that
no one will be able to say no to, including Vegetable
Beef Stew, Chicken Pot Pie, and Chicken and
Dumplings, plus an array of desserts so good that
that's the only thing people will remember about the
meal. Above all, these are all delicious dishes,
served straight from the heart, with no stress
required.
Filled with decorating ideas, gifts, and kitchen-tested
recipes from the South, this book brings the best of
Southern hospitality to the holiday season with
instructions for the projects and recipes listed
Southern Living graciously invites you to enjoy the
latest annual compilation of top-rated recipes from
the editors of Southern Living magazine--now in full
color The editors at Southern Living magazine share
beautifully photographed, step-by-step recipes for
regionally inspired dishes, from quick and easy
meals to family favorites to special-occasion treats.
For decades, Southern Living Annual Recipes has
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collected every recipe from an entire year's worth of
Southern Living magazine in a single, complete
volume, creating an indispensable companion for
devoted readers and an inspiring discovery for all
who know and trust the authority that Southern
Living magazine brings to great Southern cooking.
Along with the go-to southern recipes cooks
crave--delicious Sunday suppers, mouthwatering
desserts, regional favorites, and traditional holiday
meals--readers will find helpful tips and creative
menus from the legendary Southern Living Test
Kitchen. A special bonus section presents a surprise
selection of reader-favorite recipes that cannot be
found anywhere else.
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